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 by Marler   

Beach Bar Coconut Moon 

"Cocktail Frenzy"

While the name is a dead give-away, the bar sits right on the beach and

has some pretty amazing ocean views. The interiors are a delight, with a

thatched wooden roof and plenty of greenery strewn across for an earthy

feel. Evenings are particularly striking with clear skies and a fairytale-like

atmosphere. The choice in drinks is amazing and ranges from beer and

wine to awamori and cocktails. Live music adds a great touch.

 +81 98 965 3601  www.beachbar-coconutmoon.com/  3085 Yamada, Onna

 by Lindsey Gira   

November Library Bar 

"The Library Looking Bar"

November Library Bar is a restaurant and bar located at the Naha Terrace

Hotel. The bar is a classy bar, which serves a varied range of cocktails,

mocktails and a variety of whiskies. Apart from drinks, the bar also serves

small meals. The ambiance of the bar is very cozy and comfortable. The

interiors are done giving the bar a rustic look, with wooden furniture

giving the sophisticated look it needs. The bar has a very vintage feel to it.

One can relax and unwind with a drink over a weekend, making it the

perfect spot.

 +81 98 864 1144  www.terrace.co.jp/en/naha/restaura

nts_bar/november.php

 2-14-1 Omoromachi, The Naha Terrace,

2F, Naha

 by Marler   

The Bar at Ritz Carlton 

"The Uptown Bar"

The Bar at Ritz Carlton is a classy bar located at the uptown hotel in Nago.

The place offers a variety of drinks to choose from, they also have various

types of Awamori, Okinawa’s very own cultural drink. The place offers

counter seats, tables, private rooms depending on the comfort level and

interest of the guest. The Bar at Ritz Carlton offers guests a variety of

cigars to indulge in. The interiors are done in a modern minimalist style,

giving it sheer class and style. The Bar is great with serving guests and

always takes a step forward in serving their best. A great place to spoil

and pamper oneself to a good extent.

 +81 98 043-5555 (Reservations)  1343-1 Kise, Nago, Nago City
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